BUILT LIKE A TANKER TO LAST A
LIFETIME.
ATV s are made with bonded polymer resins for the
strongest vessels in the swim spa industry today. The
covalently bonded macromolecular structure makes the
vessel impervious to the crazing and cracking found in
typical acrylic swim spas. The state-of-the-art polymer
resins are used in the marine industry’s most expensive
and rugged boat and yacht hulls. The sweeping lane lines
and other visual focal points for your workouts are not
superficial appliqués that can peel or degrade over time.
They are securely bonded into the polymer structure of
the resins and last as long as the vessel itself.
™

soothing fountains for your post aerobic cool down

Traditional swim spas struggle to sustain structural strength
with the potential for acrylic sheet to waver and distort
during shipping and installation, and under the weight and
pressure of so much water over time. The ATV™’s external
frame is a uni-body gusset construction that assures
greater structural integrity and rigidity to further support
the vessel’s bonded polymer resin strength. Truly, an ATV™
is the strongest large aquatic vessel you can own for your
fitness and wellness activities.
warm up those muscles and get the blood flowing

TETHERS, ROWERS, MUSIC AND MORE.
ATV™ activities may include anything from free swimming
and water aerobic exercises, of course, as well as use of
the standard feature swim tether, or optional Resistance
& Rowing Kit attachments. Crank up the audio option to
work out to your favorite music. Add sub-waterline LED
lighting to bring additional sparkle to the water. Or choose
the fountains’ 12-point water feature option for beautiful
arcing streams of water along the vessel walls.

aquatic training vessels ™

swimmers...take your position with lane and center marks

SIMPLY PRISTINE.
Marquis®’ reputation for pristine water
management carries over into ATV™s as well.
Anti-microbial treatment in filtration, corona
discharge ozonators, and SmartClean™ automatic
clean-up cycles work with a simple sanitization
process to allow for hours, days, weeks and
months of continuously clean water use.

The ATV™ also features Marquis®’ famous hydrotherapy
jets and flow controls in seat locations for leg and torso
massage. Utilizing Marquis®’ high flow / low pressure,
massage action, a therapeutic deep seat and a postworkout cool-down seat offer important muscle and soft
tissue massage benefits.

interior steps provide a textured surface for safety

ATV convenience PACKAGE
rowing system
Resistance & Rowing Kit
ATV steps
Espresso or Ash
cover lifts
2 Cover Companions
extras
2 plush towels, rubber ducky

ATV ULTIMATE PACKAGE
audio system
Bluetooth, subwoofer
4 surface speakers
audio options
audio port, floating remote
interior lighting
12 point LED light system
water feature
12 fountains w/LED lights
rowing system
Resistance & Rowing Kit
ATV steps
Espresso or Ash
cover lifts
2 Cover Companions
extras
2 plush towels, rubber ducky

SAFE FOOTING IS A PRIORITY.
The interior steps are built to ANSI/APSP/ICC-6 safety
stairs specifications for safe and secure footing and
transitions in and out of the vessel. The stairs and the
vessel floor have a smooth yet tactile surface treatment
to allow for optimal water aerobics footing and non-slip
navigation of the stairs…unlike slippery acrylic surfaces
that can prevent stable footing. LED lighting is standard
along the steps for better visibility as well.

ATV-14 OPTIONAL FEATURES
audio system
Bluetooth, subwoofer
4 surface speakers
audio options
audio port, floating remote
interior lighting
12-point LED light system
fountains
12-point w/LED lights
rowing system
Resistance & Rowing Kit
ATV steps
Espresso or Ash
cover lifts
2 Cover Companions
wi-fi
wi-fi equipped

ATV entertainment PACKAGE
audio system
Bluetooth, subwoofer
4 surface speakers
audio options
audio port, floating remote
interior lighting
12 point LED light system
water feature
12 fountains w/LED lights
extras
2 plush towels, rubber ducky

ENJOY A SOAK PRE- AND POSTWORKOUT.

tethers and rowers supply the resistance you need

ATV-14 SPECIFICATIONS (patent pending)
size
168.5” x 89.5” x 56” h
428 cm x 227 cm x 143 cm
water depth
48” / 122 cm
weight dry/full
2,140 lb / 16,526 lb
971 kg / 7,496 kg
water capacity
1,725 gal / 6,529 l
electrical
50 amp
pumps
3 dual speed
therapy jets
26
swim jets
6 high volume turbo jets
flow rate
480 GPM / 1817 LPM
ozonator
corona discharge
interior steps
built to ASNI specifications,
12-point LED illumination
therapy seats
1 full depth, 1 cool down
control panel
side located
filtration
dual filtration, 180 sq ft
skimmers
integrated cover/LED lit
insulation
full foam
2lb. energy cover
5” - 2.5” tapered, 2-piece
12.7 cm - 6.35 cm tapered
Walnut or Charcoal
synthetic exterior
Espresso or Ash
interior
Ocean Blue or Frost White
swim tether
included
wi-fi
wi-fi ready

optional ATV exterior steps are safe and durable
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A Q U A T I C
T R A I N I N G
V E S S E L S™
(patent pending)

AQUATIC TRAINING REALLY WORKS!
aquatic training vessels ™

Aquatic training is an important and vibrant part of the sports, fitness and health
and wellness disciplines today. Whether you have competition, conditioning,
injury recovery or better balance to your health as your motivation, a water
supported environment allows you to immerse your body and improve its healthy
performance without the forces found in running or other aerobic activities. But
for most people, access to a water location that you can use regularly, effectively
and affordably in your daily life has always been a challenge. Until now.

Elevate your swim spa experience.
Marquis®, in its fourth decade as an industry leader in hydrodynamic performance
products, has developed an innovative new vessel for your aquatic activity and
enjoyment. Introducing the Aquatic Training Vessels™, or ATV™s from Marquis®.
Our patent pending ATV™s elevate your swim spa experience and are personal
workout and health products for your daily life. In an ATV™, swim strokes, leg kicks,
resistance movements, and low-impact range of motion exercises are all options
for your active efforts and healthy life. They can also just be a place to kick back
and float away stress or laugh and play with the kids. An ATV™ is a true action
vessel for your whole family to enjoy all year-round.

powered for performance!
An ATV™ is much more than a traditional swim spa. Hydrodynamic flow design
and control is a specialty of Marquis®, and the three pairs of turbo-jets of 80 GPM
(gallons per minute) (303 LPM) each, deliver a water flow you can customize
for your optimized aquatic workouts. A standard 50 amp (16/32 amp) electrical
service powers three independent 160 GPM (606 LPM), two-speed pumps to
deliver a full spectrum of water flow options. The pumps can generate miles per
hour flows that exceed competitive swimmer gold medal performances. They will
give you the most rigorous workouts at any pace.
By adjusting the flow from each pair of jets, you have the ability to create differing
amounts of lift for differing zones of the body. A wider balance to the flow will help
you hold position in the stream; and varying degrees of force provide different
resistance at different depths. Additional air injection ramps up the force creating
the most rigorous flow during your exercise. This flexible flow management lets
you create a customized experience perfect for your particular body type and
workout regimen.

ROOMY, OPEN AND ELEGANT.
The innovative bowed sidelines to the ATV™ are more stylized than a typical swim
spa box of water. They allow for a more spacious swim and workout space than
comparable rectangular swim spas. Whether your body position is horizontal
while swimming, vertical during aerobic exercise, or seated in resistance/strength
workouts, the vessel area accommodates greater space for mobility and workout
freedom without kicking or banging into walls. The true four foot (122 cm) water
depth allows for a more extensive full torso range of exercises when immersed in
the water. The open, level floor area is lightly textured for more stable footing during
aerobic workouts.

